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DOVE BOTTLE IMAGES
How-to Video:

*30ml per pump stroke



DOVE REFILL SOP

Refilling should be done in 
housekeeping area. Ensure 
clean, stable surface.

Place 5L refill bottle and push 
down firmly on industrial pump 
accessory using palm. 

At any time, It’s important to 
keep pumps clean. 

Avoid touching the stem of any 
pumps.

Place them in a clean empty 
glass, with pump facing up, or 
even on a clean towel.

Refill only like-for-like product ie
shampoo refill into shampoo 
dispenser to prevent cross 
contamination.

Wipe away any spilt product,
and reattach pumps.

Filled replacement dispenser 
bottles can then be loaded onto 
trolleys for in-room swapping of 
empty bottles.

Use the hex key shown above, 
to loosen the nuts which 
releases the neck bracket that 
secures the dispenser bottles.

Remove empty bottles and 
replace.

Do not rinse the bottle with 
water before refilling, the refilling 
should be only topped over the 
current fill.

Ensure the bracket is sitting 
snugly on the pump neck.

Use hex key to tighten nuts 
such that bracket presses down 
on the dispenser bottles tightly 
and cannot be removed by 
hand.

Follow steps below to refill shower dispensers containing PROFESSIONAL Dove Shampoo, Conditioner & Body 
Wash. Always use disposable gloves while refilling. Removing each bottle separately to refill is recommended. If 
dispenser bottle, cap or pump are damaged, replace. 

: Store product in accordance with local regulations. Store in original container protected from direct sunlight in a dry, cool and well-ventilated 
area, away from incompatible materials and food and drink. Store locked up. Keep container tightly closed and sealed until ready for use. Containers that have been 
opened must be carefully resealed and kept upright to prevent leakage. Do not store in unlabeled containers. Use appropriate containment to avoid environmental 
contamination.
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